This is an Introduction to the Trainingg Modules.
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The presenter of the Title I, Part A – Comparability of Services Training Modules is the
Compliance Unit in the Division of Federal Program Compliance. The Compliance Unit
oversees the Comparability Requirement for the state, the review of the Comparability
documentation submitted by the LEAs, and provides technical support to the LEAs during
this process.
The purpose of the training modules is to provide specific subject matter directly to the
LEAs on an as needed bases
LEAs,
bases, as the LEAs complete the comparability documentation.
documentation
The goal is to provide LEAs simple, on demand, resources which answer common
comparability questions and address common comparability mistakes.
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The format is a series of “subject specific” training modules, consisting of a narrative PowerPoint
presentation (just as we are doing at this moment). The modules allow the LEAs to just click on a
subject and view, in most cases, a very brief “training” presentation on the specific subject matter.
The topics range from explaining what comparability is, to completing the assurance document.
The list is still growing. Check back for revisions and additions as the Compliance unit will update,
or add to, the resources to address common issues and questions.
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deviate to explain another subject being referenced. For example, in the module regarding the
comparability computation form, the module states to “select the proper grade span group”. The
module will not explain grade span groups as the module is specific to the comparability
computation form. LEAs should view the training module on grade span groupings for the
information.
After viewing a module
module, if LEAs still have questions or concerns regarding the subject matter
matter, please
email the Division of Federal Program Compliance at the email indicated here on the slide.
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This concludes the training module
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